Cordially invite you to join the reception recognizing the honorees for Scholarship & Creative Achievement

TUESDAY · NOVEMBER 21 · 2006
CROSSMAN GALLERY
CENTER OF THE ARTS
3:00 TO 4:30 PM

RECOGNITION IS FOR ACHIEVEMENTS ACCOMPLISHED BETWEEN JULY 1, 2005 AND JUNE 30, 2006

Refreshments will be served.
ART

Date, Denis. (2006). Digital photography reenvisioned - Examining new directions for static large format digital image making [UW-Whitewater Professional Development Grant].

Title: At Last My Own Island
Media: Seamless panoramic large format
4"x5" View camera digital photography
Location: Lost Beach, Jamaica
Date: March 2006
Printing: Epson 24" Archival pigments on 100% cotton

Title: Lost Beach Paradise
Media: Seamless panoramic large format
4"x5" View camera digital photography
Location: Lost Beach, Jamaica
Date: March 2006
Printing: Epson 24" Archival pigments on 100% cotton

Title: Old Growth Rainforest Greens
Media: Seamless panoramic large format
4"x5" View camera digital photography
Location: Goldstream Provincial Park, Victoria, British Columbia
Date: July 2006
Printing: Epson 24" Archival pigments on 100% cotton

Title: Student "NASAD" Exhibition
Media: Seamless panoramic large format
4"x5" View camera digital photography
Location: Crossmen Gallery, UW-W
Date: April 2006
Printing: Epson 24" Archival pigments on 100% cotton

Title: Apple Blossoms
Media: Seamless panoramic large format
4"x5" View camera digital photography
Location: Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
Date: May 2006
Printing: Epson 24" Archival pigments on 100% cotton

Title: 12,000ft Vista with Herd of Elk
Media: Seamless panoramic large format
4"x5" View camera digital photography
Location: Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado
Date: August 2006
Printing: Epson 24" Archival pigments on 100% cotton

Title: Cascade Range and Islands from Constitution Mountain
Media: Seamless panoramic large format
4"x5" View camera digital photography
Location: Orca Island, San Juan Islands, Washington State
Date: July 2006
Printing: Epson 24" Archival pigments on 100% cotton


COMMUNICATION


Wildermuth, Susan M. (2005, November). Name-calling, swatting, flaming—are not online classes supposed to be easier? Strategies for understanding and reducing the stress associated with online education. Paper presented at the National Communication Association's annual conference, Boston, MA.


MUSIC


Ferencz, George. (2005, July). Robert Russell Bennett: Concerto Grosso for Dance Band and Symphony Orchestra (1932) [Program note for Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra concerts, Hollywood Bowl. Also served as consultant to conductor Leonard Slatkin (National Symphony Orchestra) for this guest-conducting engagement; was invited to recommended this unpublished Bennett work and arranged access to archival conductor's score, orchestra parts, and concert recording].


ACCOUNTING


MANAGEMENT


Scovotti, Carol, & Spiller, L. (2005, October). Revisiting the conceptual definitions of direct marketing: Perspectives from scholars and practitioners. Presented at the 17th Annual Robert B. Clarke Direct Marketing Educators Conference, Atlanta, GA.


Zhao, Yushan. (2006, April). Supplier ability and manufacturer satisfaction. Presentation at IABPAD 2006 Spring Conference, Dallas, TX.


COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS


Ding, Ruiling, & Logemann, J. (2006). The reliability of patients' self-perception of swallowing difficulty, as compared with results of the videofluoroscopic study. Presentation at the Wisconsin Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology Association Annual Convention.


COUNSELOR EDUCATION


CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION


Zbikowski, John. (2005, October). Making connections through web publishing. Presentation at the annual convention of the Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English, Madison, WI.


HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND COACHING


OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY & HEALTH


Choi, Sang D. (2005, September). Surface slope effects on postural balance and shilbing frequency in a simulated roofing task. Poster session at the 39th annual National Safety Council (NSC) congress & expo, Orlando, FL.


SPECIAL EDUCATION


COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCES

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Clinton, DeWitt. (2005). Reading the Tao at Auschwitz [Poetry]. In Between yesterday and today...Remembrance is not enough. A multimedia choreographic work by Simone Forti [UW-Milwaukee Dance Department outreach booklet for high school students] (pp. 7-16). Milwaukee, WI: Peck School of the Arts, UW-Milwaukee.
Clinton, DeWitt. (Inductee). (2006, April 8). [Induction to Southwestern College (Winfield, Kansas) Scholars Hall of Fame]


MATHMATICAL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES


PHYSICS


Sahyun, Steven C. (2005, August). A new faculty’s perspective on introducing the PET curriculum. Poster session at the annual meeting Physics Education Research Conference, Salt Lake City, UT.

Sahyun, Steven C. (2005, October). Undergraduate student experiences at the Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. Paper presented at the Tri-State Fall meeting of the American Association of Physics Teachers, Decorah, IA.

Sahyun, Steven C. (2006, June). UA DVD on basic neutron activation and radioactive decay experiments for high schools and introductory physics courses. Poster session at the 2006 annual American Conference on Neutron Scattering, St. Charles, IL.

POLITICAL SCIENCE


SOCIAL WORK


Kirst-Ashman, Karen K., & Vogel, Vicki R. (Eds.). (2007). Careers in social work: Real social workers share their thoughts, case examples from the field to accompany Kirst-Ashman's Introduction to social work & social welfare (2nd ed.).

Vogel, Vicki R., & Kirst-Ashman, Karen K. (Eds.). (2007). Careers in social work: Real social workers share their thoughts, case examples from the field to accompany Kirst-Ashman's Introduction to social work & social welfare (2nd ed.).


